What I want to get through to people today is the entire concept of jurisdiction.

The way the world is organized reflects the way the Earth is organized in separate "realms" of air, land, and sea.

Air is global in nature and deals with matters of energy, spirit and intellect. This is the realm of copyrights and patents and all intellectual property rights. This is also where we find ecclesiastical and canon law.

The realm of the sea is international in nature and deals with matters of commerce and trade between nations. This is where you find Sea Treaties affecting the flow of goods between nations and the Law of Nations affecting international agreements such as United Nations Declarations. This is the realm of Maritime (Commercial) Law and Admiralty (Martial) Law.

Finally, there is the Land which is national in nature. This is where you find - in America-- county and state law. Remember that in our country each state is a nation, so that the words "interstate" and "international" mean the same thing for us. This is the realm of American Common Law and the actual Constitution.

Please note that there are many forms of "Common Law" and you must specify "American Common Law" or you may easily find yourselves operating under "Martial Common Law" or "English Common Law" or whatever else a particular court may have on offer.

So--air, land, and sea also translates as global, national, and international.

Over time the Popes and the British Monarchs have colluded to usurp upon the national governments owed to the living people throughout the world and have sought to replace our national governments with governmental services corporations instead.

They have largely succeeded and have abused the trust of the entire world.

All incorporated entities (called legal fictions) are ultimately created in the realm of the air by the Roman Curia. C Corps, S Corps, LLCs, Trusts, Foundations and Cooperatives have all been created by the Roman Catholic Church's Secular Hierarchy headed by the Pope in his Office of the Pontiff.

So, although these things all function in the realm of commerce and under the Law of the Sea, they have their genesis and domicile in the realm of the air. As a result, the Pope and the Curia can control and disband any corporation on Earth -- including those functioning "as" governments.

The American situation is unique because its governmental functions in international jurisdiction have always been split between the delegated functions exercised by the British-controlled Territorial Government dba "United States" and the non-delegated "reserved powers" of the actual United States government doing business as The United States of America.
The Municipal United States Government arising out of Article 1, Section 8, Clause 17 has been run as an independent international city-state organization out of Washington, DC.

Both the Territorial United States and the Municipal United States have long since been converted into corporations under the ultimate control of the Roman Curia and the Holy See, yet functioning in the realm of international commerce-- under the day-to-day control of the British Monarch.

The Popes and the British Monarchs thus surreptitiously empowered have contrived to "redefine" the nature of government on Earth into a form of Commercial Feudalism.

On the land there remain the Unincorporated Governments of the Earth--- the land jurisdiction governments of the nations of the world which have fallen asleep and one by one been overtaken by the creeping commercial rot from within.

Be aware that sovereignty is a characteristic which only unincorporated entities have, so that the only sovereign governments are unincorporated.

It has been the apparent intention of the Popes to incorporate all government organizations worldwide by offering these organizations benefits-- like the ability to go bankrupt, known as "limited liability"--- while purposefully leaving their own government, the Holy See, as the only unincorporated (and therefore only sovereign) government.

This has been done on the backs of the people who have had to absorb the losses of all these bankrupt for-profit entities.

Thus the scam has been to entrap and enslave both people and lawful land jurisdiction governments as "franchises" of governmental services corporations -- all of which have been subjected under the rule of the Holy See.

And the land jurisdiction governments and the people have been enticed into this "system" based on "benefits" which they have literally paid for themselves.

By providing some businesses and people limited liability at the cost of all the others, the Roman Pontiff has seduced virtually all world governments to incorporate and subject themselves to be ruled by the Holy See.

The only exceptions now are Iran, North Korea, The United States of America (Unincorporated) and a handful of Pacific Island Kingdoms.

In doing all this chicanery both the Holy See and the British Monarchs have operated in Gross Breach of Trust and under Color of Law and have used ample means of fraud and deceit to pursue their ends.

At which point it becomes self-evident that we have-- the entire Earth-- suffered at the hands of crime syndicates masquerading as the lawful government of Great Britain and the Roman Catholic Church: evil in high places, indeed.

The Holy See is not the Catholic Church.

The "United States" is not America and not the American states.

The United Kingdom is not Great Britain. Great Britain is not England.

It is high and holy time that all the people of the Earth woke up and put a stop to this fraud and demanded an end to this "system" of things.
We left Feudalism and Robber Barons behind a long time ago and, speaking for the American States and People--- who are the Priority Creditors of all these bankrupt Territorial and Municipal corporations worldwide--- we see no reason to go back to the Dark Ages.

It is time, rather, for the Church to be a Church, and for the government of England to return to the people.

We are in the process of re-venuing the American Government back to the land jurisdiction where it belongs.

Time for the rest of the world to get busy and do the same.
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